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Higherqualityand superior performance per 
Dollar equals greater value for the money.

DryMax® Engineered Flooring.
All US Cargo enclosed cargo trailers come standard
with a DryMax engineered floor for added \/alue.

Superior quality -standard in every trailer.
• DryMax high performance engineered floor panels 

resist moisture and road chemicals -will not warp, 
swell or delaminate -won't absorb moisture.

• DryMax material is denser, stronger and stiffer than 
plywood- These tough panels are produced specif
ically for extended use under tough cargo trailer 
wear and tear. They look better and will last longer 
than other traditional flooring material.

• Engineered so panels stay flat straight and true.

DryMax and an integrated tongue -just two of  the many value added features 
you can expect in every US Cargo enclosed cargo trailer

Our integrated tongue and frame ensure increased safety and towing characterist ics
greater strenth and towing ease and convenience.

Frame Integrated Tongue.
US Cargo trailers are built  with the tongue integrated
into the frame for superior performance -standard.

Quality and value are built  in.
• The integrated tongue makes the trailer all one level 

which lowers the trailers center of gravity for increased 
safety and better towing characteristics.

• Integrated tongue tubes are welded in more spots than 
under-slung for greater strength, less chance of breaking.

• Keeps the trailer at the same hitch level of the towing 
vehicle without the need for special hitch balls.

Customer satisfact ion.
Why do we put so many top quality value added features in our 
enclosed cargo trailers? It is the goal of Forest River, Inc. that all 
US Cargo owners have a product experience and customer satis
fact ion that meets or exceeds their expectations- every time.
Quality and value are standard features in all our trailers because 
customer satisfaction is our top priority.

http://WWW.USCARGO.COM
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Higherqualityand superior performance per 
dollar equals greater value for the money.

NEW GENERATION LED LIGHTS
Our standard exterior and interior lights are now all 
3rd generaton LED lights-engineered for superior perfor
mance. These surface mounted LEDs are smaller and 
more robust while being much brighter and efficient.

Made from solid state construction with no moving 
parts, our LEDs utilize an electric chip encapsulated 
in a urethane substrate that is much better than epoxy 
which can get brittle and crack in cold temperatures, 
losing electrical connection. Urethane is flexible in 
temperature extremes ensuring a dependable light 
every time. LED lights have a great advantage over 
inferior incandescent lights because they:

• are more energy efficient

• require less AMP draw- generate very little heat.
• provide instantaneous and brighter illumination

• have an average life of 100,000 hours compared 
to 3,000 hours for incandescent lights

Highest Quality Components- Greater Value
• Auto grade polycarbonate lenses are stronger 

and brighter than inferior components.

• FR4 Military grade circut boards (no paper or 
cardboard)

• Vacuum tested sonic welds assures highest quality

• American made, comes with manufacturer's 
LIFETIME limited warranty.

"Crimp Cap" Electrical 
Connectors -standard.
Instead of inferior Scotch Locks we
use bell shaped "crimp caps" which are 
much more reliable and keep a more 
secure electrical connection longer.
Don't put up with the inconvenience and frustration of inferior Scotch Locks-US Cargo adds value

LED Bullet  Running Lights at  all four corners plus front  
clearance lights -standard.

LED Bullet rear header clearance lights -standard

LED interior wall and ceiling mounted, super bright- standard. LED clearance bullet on side.

LED Strip Tail Lights for  super 
visibility and safety -standard

http://WWW.USCARGO.COM
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Higherquality and performance perdollar 
equals greater value for the money.

HIGH PERFORMANCE THREE PART 
PAINT PROCESS AND UNDERCOAT
Before painting, all our steel frames and chassis undergo 
a thorough phosphate bath to be sure the steel is clean 
and free of any dirt or oil and prepare the frame for paint.

A standard feature on all our trailers to prolong 
the life of your valuable investment to keep it 
looking great even after many years of hard work.
1. We follow the phosphate preparation with a coat of 
primer before painting. If the paint is scratched during 
hard usage, the primer will still protect the frame from 
rust until it can be touched up. Powder coating can chip 
and crack off and leave bare metal exposed to conditions 
that will cause rusting.

2. After the primer an additional coat of quality paint is 
applied to the entire chassis and all exposed metal.

3. Finally the entire chassis recieves an application of
Z Tech high performance rust prevention coating for un

paralleled protection for your investment. We extend the 
Z Tech industrial coating application another foot up the post 
uprights for additional protection.

The paint process begins with preparing and cleaning the chassis and frame.

After priming comes the paint application then finally the Z Tech protective coating.

Seven Way Electrical 
Wire Loom-standard.
We protect electrical wiring wherever 
it passes through metal with either a 
rubber grommet or generous use of 
7 Way Electrical Wire Loom to ensure 
hassle free long use with minimal 
maintenance. Quality, innovation, and value are stand

ard features on all US Cargo, Haulin, and 
AmeraLite enclosed cargo trailers.

http://WWW.USCARGO.COM
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2 Ply Steel Belted Bias Tires
2 ply steel belted bias is our standard tire. Arisun steel 
belted bias tires are exclusive to Forest River Inc.
Steel belted bias design uses two steel belt layers under 
the tread. This reinforced construction protects against 
damage from road heat buildup, gives additional support 
plus a more rigid inner material which bonds with the tread.

•  Improved tire tracking plus increased performance 
and safety characteristics.

• Higher resistance to tread wear and road heat buildup 
from rolling friction - 6 times longer life.

• Smoother ride and reduced rolling resistance makes 
for increased fuel efficiency.

• Comes with 24/7 emergency roadside assistance.

Increased Saftey & Performance
Tires ship nitro filled, standard. Tires lose air pressure naturally 
through a process of permeation."Plain air"filled tires can lose 
1-3 lb. of pressure in a month -more during warm weather. 
Nitrogen has larger molecules 3-4 tmes less likely to escape.

• With correct tire pressure, ensures fuel efficiency

• Oxygen causes oxidation which makes rubbler brittle 
causing it to lose tensile strength. At high temperature 
and pressure oxygen reacts to and damages inner 
tire liners and belt packages; Nitrogen does not.

• Increased safety -properly inflated tires are safer. Under
inflated tires cause 90% of blowouts. Nitrogen provides 
more reliable pressure with less risk of blowouts.

Cross section of our standard tire shows the 2 ply steel belts and thicker tread.

Powder Coated 
Silver Mod Wheels
Standard on every model, are of
heavier construction, look great 
and provide increased corrosion 
protection. With other manufac
turers these would be upgrades.

http://WWW.USCARGO.COM


Higher quality and superior performance per

dollar equals greater value for the money.

Super Lock Exterior System

Our Unique, Super Lock Exterior System, standard

on every model, features a durable, great looking, 

smooth aluminum exterior that looks clean and unclut-

tered with screws which are susceptible to rust and corrosion.

 Super Lock Adds Value:

• Exterior panels are securely locked together and
 mechanically fastened (hidden) to the upright posts.

• On the seams the Super Lock system features
 4 layers of roll-formed aluminum that inter-lock into
 place. (Others have only 2 layers that overlap leaving
 exposed, unpainted edges where paint starts to peel)
 Super Lock has no exposed unpainted edges because
 they are inner-locked together. Best of all, there are
 no screws exposed to the weather so there will be
 no rust and unsightly stains running down the side.

• In addition to being mechanically secured to the
 uprights, each aluminum exterior panel is glued in
 place with a polyurethane non-solvent, adhesive.
 Aluminum and steel corrode when in contact but our
 environmentally friendly adhesive provides a barrier
 between them to prevent a corrosive reaction. They
 also expand and contract at different thermal coeffi-
 cients during temperature changes which can break 
 the bond of VHB tape or 2- part glue on some trailers.
 Our glue dries to a stable, flexible, rubber-like property
 allowing it to expand and contract along with the
 metal so the bond remains strong and secure.
 
• The system allows for additional trailer height
 without the need for screws.

• Standard colors- black, white or pewter. A variety of
 great optional colors are available as well.

The Super Lock exterior system, a standard on all US Cargo, Haulin,and AmeraLite 

enclosed trailers has a much cleaner looking, flat aluminum surface uncluttered with
screws. Super Lock has 4 layers of interlocking roll-formed aluminum instead of the
2 overlapping layers with an exposed unpainted edge on some other trailers.

3” Aluminum Trim
Now standard on every model for great looking, heavier 

construction and Increased protection from corrosion. Another
value added feature on all US Cargo and Haulin models.



Not just  one but two 
automotive bulb seals, 
one on the door plus 
another on the jam.
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Higher quality and superior performance per 
dollar equals greater value for the money.

DOUBLE AUTOMOTIVE BULB SEALS
We listened when consumers told us that concern over dirt 
and moisture getting into their trailer was a big issue for 
them. Now the value added double bulb seal is standard.

Whether you're hauling cargo or storing it you can be certain 
that our Double Automotive Bulb Seal effectively locks out 
moisture, dust and road grime for maximum protection.

• Each door is double sealed with a bulb seal -just like on 
your car- on both jam and door for even more protection.

• We designed the system so that, when the door is closed, 
the bulb seal compresses against the engineered, raised 
lip on the aluminum "z" piece of the jam and door creat
ing an impassable barrier locking out dust and moisture.

• Closed cell EPDM rubber seal is far more effective than 
weather strip used by other manufacturers- lasts longer too.

• Every unit is tested in our simulated precipitation "rain 
booth" before delivery to ensure there are no leaks.

Jam SealInterior Wall

Door Post Door Sea|

HingeWhen the door is closed the lip on the aluminum “z" piece of the jam 
presses into the seal and the EPDM rubber conforms around it 
creating a barrier that dust dirt or moisture can’t get around or over.

Our Value Added Higher Quality Standard Components Set Us Apart.

DOUBLE SEALED AGAINST DUST, DIRT AND MOISTURE - BETTER VALUE!

Other manufacturers 
use only an inferior 
foam weather strip 
around their doors.

One Automotive Bulb Seal Around The Door... Plus Another Around The Jam For Double Protection

Our exceptional quality standard features mean you can protect, store and haul 
cargo with greater confidence with US Cargo enclosed trailers. That's real value!

http://WWW.AMERALITE.COM

